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The highly advanced, new 
generation AX308 bolt action 
sniper rifle from Accuracy 
International is based 
on the DNA of the battle 
proven AW series. Inheriting 
the toughness, reliability, 
superb accuracy and ease 
of maintenance of it’s 
celebrated predecessor, the 
AX action retains the same 
flat-bottom design with a 
compact and reliable double 
stack 10-round magazine.  
Simply perfection.
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Suppressor assembly

The AX308 is shown here fitted with a sound and  
recoil reducing short aluminium tactical suppressor.
The suppressor screws securely onto the tactical 
threaded muzzle break.

Accuracy

All rifles are shot and 
function tested before 

leaving the factory.

Butt pad

A fixed bolt-on pad with 
10mm (0.4") and 20mm  
(0.8") spacers are fitted 
as standard. Additional 
spacers are available to 
customize the length of 
pull. Further adjustment is 
possible with the optional 
target adjustable butt plate 
or quick adjust butt plate 
in conjunction with the 
quick adjust cheekpiece.

Trigger 
assembly

Fitted as standard with 
adjustable pull weights of 
1.5-2.0kg (3.3-4.4lb), the 
battle proven two stage 
mechanism allows a large 
sear engagement to be 
maintained until the first 
stage is taken up. A new 
trigger shoe, adjustable fore 
and aft by 13mm (0.5") is 
optional. The assembly is 
easily removed for cleaning 
by undoing the two socket 
head cap screws.

Adjustable 
Cheekpiece

The standard adjustable
cheekpiece adjusts left/
right as well as for height 
to obtain optimum cheek 
position when using 
night vision equipment 
or telescopic sights with 
large objective lenses. A 
spring loaded quick adjust 
cheekpiece is also available 
in conjunction with the 
quick adjust butt plate.

Safety
mechanism

The rifle has a three-
position safety mechanism.  
Position 1 (rear) blocks 
the firing pin and locks the 
bolt in the closed position.  
Position 2 (mid) blocks 
the firing pin, but allows 
the bolt to be operated so 
a live round may be safely 
removed from the chamber.  
Position 3 (forward) allows 
the weapon to be fired.  
The safety will only operate 
when the bolt is cocked. 

Bolt

The 20mm (0.75") 
diameter steel close fitting 
bolt features an integral 
short throw bolt handle 
(60°) with large bolt 
knob which lies close to 
the stockside just above 
the trigger to minimise 
movement of the user’s 
hand. The bolt can be field 
stripped without tools for 
cleaning. 

Butt spike

The extendable spike
enables the user to
observe the target area 
for extended periods 
with minimal fatigue. 
Designed with quick 
and fine adjustment to 
a maximum extended 
length of 115mm (4.5").

Pistol grip

Optional ergonomically 
advanced pistol grip or 
traditional thumbhole 
stock.

New stock 
design

The new external stock
design greatly improves
the user’s ability to carry
and move with the rifle. A
shorter rear stock makes
shooting easier in bulky
body armour. 

Folding chassis

For use when travelling in 
vehicles or for parachute 
insertions, this option 
reduces overall length by 
210mm (8") when folded 
and adds 0.2kg (0.4lb). 
Locked in the folded 
position for security and 
the avoidance of noise, 
the stock is released by 
pulling firmly on the butt. 
The wear compensated 
hinge ensures total rigidity 
in the extended position.  

Sling points

Two sling attachment 
points are mounted on 
each side as standard. 
The two forward sling 
points can be moved 
according to user
preference. Available as 
standard AI sling points 
or flush cups.

Bonded action

Superior to a traditional 
action/stock interface, 
the proprietary high 
grade steel flat bottom 
action is permanently 
bonded and bolted to the 
chassis. Coupled with a 
full width machined-in 
recoil lug, this totally 
rigid assembly ensures 
zero is maintained in all 
conditions. 
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4 6 7 8 Picatinny rail

This option is pinned 
and screwed to the 
action providing a 
standard interface for 
many optical systems. 
Available in flat, 20 MOA 
and 30 MOA cants.

Barrel

The match grade
free floating barrel is
threaded deep into 
the action with a large 
diameter thread.  
Optional barrel lengths, 
twists, and muzzle 
breaks are available.

Magazine

Surface toughened, 
and finished with a 
multi-part anti-corrosive, 
anti-friction coating, 
the compact 10-round 
double row, military grade 
steel magazine combined 
with the revised chassis 
design makes loading 
faster and more positive 
without lifting the rifle.

Forend rail 
system

Free floating tube forend 
in either 406mm (16") or 
330mm (13") featuring 
a keyhole slot system 
for quickly and securely 
attaching modular rail 
sections on to which a 
virtually unlimited variety 
of optical, ranging, support 
and carry options can be 
fitted. Full length picatinny 
rails in flat, 20 MOA or  
30 MOA options to match 
the action rail.
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www.accuracyinternational.com

Accuracy International reserves the right 
to change specifications without notice.

Accuracy International Ltd
Portsmouth. UK

Tel: + 44 (0) 23 92 67 1225
Fax: + 44 (0) 23 92 69 1852

Email: ai@accuracyinternational.org

Accuracy International  
of North America Inc.

Fredericksburg, VA, USA
Tel: +1 540 368 3108
Fax: +1 540 368 3109

Email: aina@accuracyinternational.us

Accuracy International is based 
on the principles of world class 

manufacturing, teamwork, 
mutual respect and trust with 

the objective of maintaining our 
reputation as producers of the 

“Best Sniper Rifle in the World”

AX308
sniper rifle

Specification
Calibre 0.308 Win (7.62x51mm)

Weight* 6.1kg (13.5lb) with 20" barrel

Overall length 1020mm (40") with 20" barrel

Action One-piece, machined from high grade steel

Trigger Two-stage adjustable, set at 1.5-2.0kg (3.3-4.4lbs) 
Adjustable trigger shoe option

Safety lever Three position safety: 1st position blocks the firing pin and locks the 
bolt; 2nd (mid) position blocks the firing pin, but allows the bolt to be 
removed; 3rd (forward) position allows the weapon to be fired

Barrel Stainless steel match grade in various lengths. Various twist rates 
available to suit specific ammunition types. Fitted with a high 
efficiency muzzle brake. Muzzle brake and suppressor option

Chassis Adjustable cheekpiece, rear support leg, sling loops, moveable 
forward accessory rails and sight rail extensions to MIL-STD 1913

Rear support leg Height adjustable design featuring both quick and fine adjustment

Magazine New detachable box type containing ten rounds

Carriage Four sling attachment points - two adjustable forward mounts

Stockside colour** BLACK GREEN DARK EARTH

*including empty magazine, Q/A Cheekpiece, Q/A Butt, minus telescopic sight 
**Barrels and actions are black
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